In this article we compare in two well-known poems the representation and function of space as experienced and imagined by human minds. According to Larsen (1996) and Brandt (1995) , human representations manifest distinct but connected versions of an imaginary space, which unfolds canonically into three phenomenologically basic forms: the bio-imaginary, the socio-imaginary, and the phantasmic imaginary. The poems lead us to study this unfolding in a stepwise process directly related to their emotional meaning. We show that the general existential and metaphysical meaning of events and states in the textual content is linked to the evaluative morphologies of these spaces and versions of subjective embodiment. The guiding principle is that experienceable spaces are articulated by the natural elements into contrasts between proximal and distal sections, and that the bodily experience of 'near' and 'far' is further connected to thymic oppositions of euphoric and dysphoric values assigned to figurative contents. The spatial contrast between polar element oppositions of water (proximal) and air (distal), or implications thereof, appears to be particularly important in poetry.
Introduction
Our purpose is to demonstrate how cognitive and traditional poetic interpretations can be complementar)', using as examples two familiar nature poems.
William Wordsworth is one of the first romantics, and the modern poet William Buder Yeats called himself one of the last. "I Wandered Lonely as a Cloud" (1802) and "The Wild Swans at Coole" (1917) were written about a century apart, the first in the Lake District of Britain and the second in the west country of Ireland. 1 Both poems depict the poets as solitary individuals on walks through nature who come upon extraordinary sights -a vast field of daffodils, and a large flock of swans respectively. They even give their experiences similar poetic forms: six-line stanzas, each with alternating rhymes and a closing couplet. Upon later reflection these events come to have very different yet equally profound personal meanings for the two poets.
The meanings of experiences like these are not inherent in the immediate perception of ongoing events in the present, but are developed in the imaginary of the experiencer. The human imaginary has a structure of its own, which determines basic features of what makes experiences meaningful. The experienced space, including the interplay and contrasts of natural elements, has emotional meaning for the subject; proximal and distal phenomena recalled have or take on distinct thymic values, euphoric or dysphoric. The hypothesis (Larsen 1996 , Brandt 1995 of the cognitive existence of not only one but three distinct imaginary registers -a bio-imaginary, a socio-imaginary, and a phantasmic imaginary -makes it possible to decode and more distincdy interpret spatial descriptions present in these texts, and thus to elucidate the functioning of events and spatial unfoldings in the meaning-production of poetic texts.
I. A Cognitive System of the Elements
Humans preferentially experience the outer world in terms of foregrounded objects and backgrounded elements. 2 We perceive the difference between solid soil or rock, and liquid streams, ponds, lakes or oceans; our bodily and technical behavior while travelling along paths -which is what we mainly do -depends on the substances we have to interact with. The air, the wind, the sky itself with its clouds, changing weather, and heavenly bodies are all instances of another 1 Wordsworth first published the poem in 1807. He later added the second stanza, the version we will discuss here. As Yeats's most recent biographer R.F. Foster (2003) points out, Yeats had been studying Wordsworth's poetry around the time that he wrote "The Wild Swans at Coole" (82). 2 It can be argued that poetry significantly does the opposite: foregrounds elements and backgrounds objects instead. Something similar would characterize the perception of musicas can be read in the discourse of musical criticism.
element that competes with the solid and the liquid in authority. Human cultures have imagined divinities defined by these elements, and pictorial art has celebrated the beauty of their appearances. Even musical imagination is predominandy element-driven; we easily associate 'landscapes' and 'soundscapes'. The elements are frequently active in metaphorical imagery describing our moods, emotions, and passions. If it is true that we most often 'think' in terms of objects, we typically 'feel' in terms of elements. The elements are of course almost omnipresent in our sensory perception; 3 while they are all given to us in more than one sense modality, there is an experiential difference with regard to their physicality: an element is proximal as opposed to distal if it is associated with tactile, olfactory, or gustative sensing, and it is distal if it is mostly seen or heard. So /water/ is proximal, and /air/ is distal, while /earth/ is in between, so to speak. Our body relates to them by observing and emulating swimming, walking, and flying beings. The elements form a simple binary paradigm with a neutral middle value. 4 Our hypothesis, following Larsen (1996) 5 , is that this paradigm, and its phenomenological variations, form a significant and strongly structured scaffolding of the human spatial imaginary as manifested by aesthetic expressions and by affective representations in general.
Space with its standard foregrounds (objects) and backgrounds (elements) is a grounding property of the imagination. However, it comes in significandy distinct versions in the human imaginary. 6 In one version we cognize and recognize ourselves as having sensitive bodies that breathe, sleep and wake, have a beating heart, and give us both pain and pleasure. The presence and the
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Outdoors perception is element-dominated, whereas indoors perception is object-dominated. This difference is crucial to the representation of space in poetry. Lautréamont's celebrated simile "beau comme la rencontre fortuite sur une table de dissection d'une machine à coudre et d'un parapluie" -"as beautiful as the chance meeting on a dissecting-table of a sewingmachine and an umbrella" is clearly an indoors construction, and perhaps also a signal of a change in space apperception in certain forms of modern poetry.
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It is of course a strong postulate to suggest that thymic value is a function of cognitive factors such as distance and space type; euphoric and dysphoric values could instead be arbitrary and dependent on each poem or each poet, each dialect, each language, each ethnic culture, each style, each singular situation in each life. In that case, the reader would hardly be able to decipher emotional value unless explicitly told how. absence of other persons in this space of intimacy, the first space we experience when newborn, are felt as proximal and distal states of these others. A 'bath' in the 'waves' of caresses (cf. the liquid element, by analog)') will contrast the dry and windy emptiness and loneliness (cf. air, by analogy) felt when the (significant) other is away. Presence and proximity are evaluated as euphoric, whereas absence and distance are evaluated as dysphoric. The paradigm now carries a system of 'phoric' or thymic 7 values. In this version or register, which is called the bio-imaginary (Larsen 1996) , the proximity of the other is euphoric, while distality is dysphoric. Objects and Others will circulate between these opposite zones in the bio-imaginary.
A dynamic model of the bio-imaginary can be obtained by using a cusp topology (Thom 1972 , Brandt 1992 (Fig. 1) :
This is a thymic paradigm that is regularly found in existential descriptions: airy loneliness, solitude, versus oceanic togetherness, company. Distal feelings of isolation versus proximal waves of contact. In Greimas' formal terminology (Greimas & Courtés 1979) , this is the dysphoric disjunction or euphoric conjunction of Subject and Object. 8 7 The term is used as in Greimas & Courtés (1979 There is a second version or register of the imaginary, this one corresponding to the social domain in general cognition, and correspondingly named the sorío-imaginaiy. It offers an inverse thymic investment, the distal is 'perspective', 'vision' and 'mission', etc., euphoric valorisation of political idealism as opposed to promiscuity, 'amiguismo', 'mafia', too close relations, conspiracy, corruption, etc. The dysphoric masses (massively proximal) contrast the euphoric hero who stands forth, stands alone, and stands out as a free spirit showing the way of 'progress', etc. Far from being a modern phenomenon, the social cult of the 'outstanding' individual is manifest in historiography worldwide.
A dynamic model of the socio-imaginary ( Social space, the socio-imaginary, is as important to humans as the intimate bodily (bio-) space; its thymic orientation contradicts that of the bio-imaginary, because the Subject experiences it as 'emancipation' from intimacy. There may be an ontogenetic dimension in this phenomenon -the passage to adulthood seen as entering a new space of possible identities, built either on sticky and murky alliances or on bright general ideas and exemplary deeds for others to follow (or on both). This paradigm is remarkably independent of particular ideologies; these are, in turn, emotionally dependent on the socio-imaginary, and much discursive pathos is built on imagery copied directly from its morphology. On the other hand, neurotic agoraphobia may be a suffering grounded in a Subject's socio-imaginar)· dysphoria. 9
Thirdly, there is a 'post-social' space, a wider, more abstract, often more 'mental' and fantastic, dream-like, phantasmic imaginaiy (Larsen) . Here the context of the Subject is nature, physis, the universe, cosmos, and identifies as a (spiritual) Self enjoying, as in the first paradigm, the presence of others -other spirits, for example in a religious community -while fearing the infinite, silent, inscrutable world. Individual solitude is as existential as in the bio-imaginary, but now it is metaphysical. There is often a complex zone in which the opposed elements merge, so that the distal and the proximal coincide ecstatically: a sacred fusion of the infinite and the community. In states of love, mystical elevation, or psychosis, the Subject will experience contact with divinity, an oxymoronic closeness of the infinitely distant, the beautiful and terrifying intimacy of the universe, often marked by the pseudo-element offire.
A dynamic model of the phantasmic imaginary ( This paradigm is oriented thymically as the bio-imaginary, and it can appear direcdy superimposed on it, as happens in dreams and hallucinations. Experiences of coincidence, merging the phantasmic and the bio-imaginary, are instances of embodiment in the most literal and yet the most emphatic sense; they are thus characteristic of the phenomenology of sexual love. 10 The human imaginary, analysed in a series of thymic element spaces (where each element can carry opposite values, depending on which imaginan' space it is an element of), constitutes a series of representational settings and of avatars for the Subject. It experiences the Τ as a body, a social identity, and a selffacing corresponding avatars of the 'you', or the 'other'.
In art, and thus in poetry, we find expressions of processes that can be read as itineraries through each of the imaginary topologies, and as changes, transitions from one to another topology. In some poetic texts we even find processes leading us through all of the three registers, the bio-imaginary, the socio-imaginary, and the phantasmic imaginary. This is what we intend to show in the following section of this article. We are not aware of other cognitive inquiries into such thymic unfoldings of the experienced space and its figurative relation to the natural elements. 11
II. Readings of the Poems
A) The Bio-Imaginary:
Wordsworth's poem foregrounds the Subject from the first word on. 12 Yet with the surprising cloud simile (mirrored on the page by the poem's floating title), he also distances himself by an analogy narrowly based on parallel motions of walking and floating rather than on its shared shape or consciousness:
I Wandered Lonely As a Cloud
I wandered lonely as a cloud That floats on high o'er vales and hills When all at once I saw a crowd, A host, of golden daffodils; Beside the lake, beneath the trees, Fluttering and dancing in the breeze.
His feeling isolated and cut off from the nature around him is expressed by euphoric water particles that are dissipated in the dysphoric element of air. We know from his sister Dorothy's Journal (Wordsworth 1941 ) that she accompanied him on this walk in April 1802, so his loneliness is Wordsworth's poetic strategy to exclude human society. In fact, her own more literal account offers
A comparison with earlier element readings of this type would lead directly to Gaston
Bachelard's work (Bachelard 1964), inspired by phenomenological philosophy, psychoanalysis, and structural literary criticism. 12 While some interpreters might stress the distinction between the poets and the first-person voices (enunciators) of these two poems, there are such obvious biographical aspects to each that the effort seems unnecessary.
some instructive contrasts to his poem. She reports that along the way they happened to see an empty boat "floating in the middle of the bay" (131), a likely source for the cloud simile once Wordsworth had naturalized and displaced the boat from the euphoric water. Psychologically, he is in two places at once -walking along the ground and looking down from the sky on the lakeshore where he would appear as just a speck. His surprise at coming upon the daffodils in the otherwise unremarkable rural landscape brings him back down to earth, or, rather, to the sensation of the proximal, taking on water's euphoric value in the bio-imaginary.
In his own opening stanza Yeats takes a more gradual approach, delaying the Subject's actual appearance on the scene by using the autumnal setting to reflect the minor compensations of his own dry autumnal stage of life. As Hazard Adams (1990) writes, "The swans float among the stones at Coole in a real and allegorical autumn" (109). The collective objects -trees, paths, stones, swans -have as their background the singular and unifying water:
The Wild Swans at Cook
The trees are in their autumn beauty, The woodland paths are dry, Under the October twilight the water Mirrors a still sky; Upon the brimming water among the stones Are nine-and-fifty swans.
He has apparently walked to the lake, but the only visible activity is in nature where the "brimming" water "Mirrors a still sky", bringing its vast distance close. The poem's manuscripts show that Yeats originally wrote "the water is low" (Bradford 1965: 49) , a common condition in the autumn, but he makes it share the contagious energy of the swans, whose presence is delayed dramatically until the stanza's last word. The swans themselves are close to shore "among the stones" and stationary enough to be readily counted. Fifty-nine is an unusually large number of swans, and Yeats, unlike Wordsworth, emphasizes the exactitude of his census. In the manuscript he had first tried both 45 and 47, numbers also approximating his own age of 51, and he makes them all odd to match his own unpaired condition (Bradford 59) . Overall this first stanza reflects the proximal elements of earth and water; in contrast to Wordsworth's alienated self-image as a cloud, Yeats's sky is grounded visually in the lake water.
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B) The Socio-Imaginary:
The lonely Wordsworth suddenly "saw a crowd,/ A host, of golden daffodils". Before he identifies them as flowers he uses collective human terms. Positioned like Yeats's swans, they are "beside the lake, beneath the trees". He next activates the static crowd so that they are "fluttering and dancing in the breeze". Their "fluttering" suggests a frustrated flight propelled by the wind, and the dancing metaphor implies an ongoing pattern of movement that is naturally limited to a unified bending in the breeze. If the distant cloud conveyed his melancholy, his visual distance from the flowers releases positive feelings, as the socio-imaginary valorizes the air and space necessary for observation. It is essential to both poetic experiences that the daffodils and the swans are large collectives and also wild. Their power to surprise would be neutralized if found in the more common setting of a city park, for example.
Wordsworth's second remarkable simile extends far beyond his earlier selfimage as a cloud to the cosmic space of the Milky Way, a striking visual parallel to the yellow flowers, although what he stresses is their continuity:
Continuous as the stars that shine And twinkle on the milky way, They stretch in never-ending line Along the margin of a bay: Ten thousand saw I at a glance, Tossing their heads in sprighdy dance. The reader's imagined background shifts abruptly from a sunny day to a clear night sky of infinite space, and the fiery twinkling gives the stars an illusory motion. His sister Dorothy had faithfully noted that the few daffodils scattered before and after the full field do not "disturb the simplicity, unity and life of that one busy highway" (132), a conventional metaphor with the same point. Wordsworth confirms the Milky Way metaphor with "stretched in neverending line/along the margin of a bay". Continuity in space is matched by unity in time: he sees them "all at once" and "at a glance". Instead of Yeats's precise fifty-nine, Wordsworth numbers them emotively as "ten thousand", as innumerable as the stars themselves and contrasting implicidy with the singular observer.
Returning to the dance metaphor, he next adds to their personification "Tossing their heads in sprighdy dance". Although dancers normally make more use of their arms and legs, the flowers are, of course, rooted in the earth. Dorothy noticed that some flowers even "rested their heads upon these stones" (131) as if on pillows, but any hint of their fatigue is banished from her brother's vision. Unlike Yeats's paired swans, the daffodils confront Wordsworth with a huge unpaired and asexual collective. Water is still present in this socio-imaginary phase, but it is also subject to the wind and subordinated to the breeze-blown flowers that "outdid the sparkling waves in glee":
The waves beside them danced; but they Out-did the sparkling waves in glee: A poet could not but be gay, In such a jocund company: I gazed -and gazed -but little thought What wealth the show to me had brought: [...] While Wordworth's enthusiasm is implied in his lively description of the flowers, when he comes to express it direcdy it sounds more like his professional duty than a spontaneous impulse: "A poet could not but be gay/ In such a jocund company" where "company" reduces the earlier "crowd" and "host" to a more manageable domestic gathering. Instead of himself swaying with the flowers in the wind, for example, he keeps his visual distance: "I gazed -and gazed -but littie thought/ What wealth the show to me had brought". His fascination excluded all thoughts of the future, but in retrospect he unifies and reduces the flowers to an artificial "show" that provided unexpected "wealth" with its buried metaphor of golden flowers. His own contact is not a once-in-a lifetime surprise, but his regular end-ofsummer ritual. His Subject that enters the poem with a historical precision like that of the 59 swans has remained constant, whereas their number and identities are bound to vary from year to year, an obvious fact he omits. The first time he counted the wild swans they almost eluded his enumeration, an event he recalls so vividly that his memory becomes a present experience for the reader. Like Wordworth's suddenly seeing the field of dancing daffodils, Yeats had seen the swans "suddenly mount [...]". In the manuscript he admits that his intrusion had frightened them into flight (Bradford 50) , but here he gives them their own agency. To emphasize their effortless "conquest" of the air, he also omits the ornithological detail that swans are so heavy that they must first gain momentum by "running" on the water, a fact his friend George Moore had noted at this very location (191). Yeats also has them "climb the air" like humans scaling a ladder. While Wordworth's daffodils move as an undifferentiated unit, Yeats's swans are less organized in their flight, although terms "scatter" and "broken" are shaped by "wheeling" and "rings". The flowers sway silendy to the wind's uneven rhythm, whereas Yeats emphasizes the swans' noise both in the present and 19 years earlier when the ordered, harmonious "bell-beat of their wings" prompted his own sympathetic response and as he "trod with a lighter tread", as if sharing their lévitation in the euphoric element of air: A vivid memory recurs for Yeats as it does for Wordsworth, but its psychological impact is quite different. Both poets have kinesthetic responses to the collectives in nature; for Yeats this is physical and in the past, whereas for Wordsworth it is metaphorical and in the future. Yeats's swan memory onlv reminds him of the losses of aging, the difference he feels in himself between then and now. As Hazard Adams writes of the swans, "time is their milieu even as they seem to be beyond time as the poet understands it" (109). Wordsworth can dance in his imagination as he could not in person, while Yeats can no longer fly with the swans in his imagination. His memory also requires annual renewal, although his diminished response is sudden rather than gradual. Yeats's heart is "sore" with loss, whereas Wordworth's heart "with pleasure fills".
Recalling his youthful response leads Yeats to describe the "unwearied" swans in terms that contrast implicidy with his own situation:
Unwearied still, lover by lover, They paddle in the cold Companionable streams or climb the air' Their hearts have not grown old; Passion or conquest, wander where they will, Attend upon them still.
They are "lover by lover", while he remains painfully solitary. 14 In the swans' own bio-imaginary realm the cold streams are "companionable", because they are insulated as humans are not, making water dysphoric for Yeats. "The streams, like Keats's 'cold pastoral urn,' have an oxymoronic quality [...]" (Adams 110). Yeats assumes that "Their hearts have not grown old", implying that his has, and the swans are still driven by the energy for sexual "passion or conquest" that he lacks. Even worse than his aging is the fact that time also reduces the "desire from which he derives his power to transfigure the world" (Bell 2006: 38) through his art. Of course, the daffodils' fleeting mood of gaiety is much easier to share than the swans' continuous and active passion. Like Wordsworth on his walk, the swans "wander where they will", while Yeats seems tied down by fatigue and duties. He feels that he should be able to match their vitality; however, unlike Wordsworth, Yeats doesn't make explicit his special public role as a poet, which would be already well known to his readers. For both solitary poets, these non-human collectives are appealing as natural communities, but as uncontrollable masses they also threaten their independence as heroes of the human imagination, so they appreciate them but they keep a safe distance. As Michel Serres (1995) points out in his socio-imaginary analysis of space, in Genesis, "the aggregate as such is not a well-formed object; it seems irrational to us" compared to either a unity or to distinct individuals (2-3). To the poets these appearances of irrationality in nature are both memorably attractive and unsettling.
C) Phantasmic-imaginary Phase: That the swans are wild and, therefore, always free to wander elsewhere leads Yeats to imagine their disappearance from Coole Lake and from his own life.
The poem originally ended with the previous stanza, a more despairing conclusion. In adding the final consolation he first re-confirms their stable positions as in the first stanza. At this point Yeats can risk conventional adjectives because the swans' sustained power and passion have been firmly established: In this phantasmic phase water regains its euphoric value, and it is "still" rather than "brimming", while the sky becomes the dysphoric means of their imagined disappearance. This "now", the second one after "now my heart is sore", turns impersonal. In this wide-angle pictorial view they "drift" rather than actively "paddle", and he feels no further need to humanize them. Like Wordsworth's poem, this one ends with Yeats's move from outdoor nature to indoor reflections perhaps in his bed at Coole Park where he spent many summers from 1897 on. For the last stanza he omits the walk to the Lake along those "woodland paths", imagining a future when he "awake[sj some day/ To find they have flown away", having left permanently during the night rather than just circling before relanding on Coole Lake. 15 The future location of their new home is the poem's final and unanswerable question: where will they build nests and raise the next generation? If it happened at Coole, this would be a good omen as Yeats suggested to Lady Gregory (Jeffares 156) . That they will "delight men's eyes" elsewhere is his generous projection into future time and space, even though the pleasure he imagines for them sounds conventional enough -they won't appreciate them as intensely as he has. In practical terms the swans' departure would spare him the contrast bound to become more painful as he ages, yet it would also end his reassuring census ritual. In theory he could treasure his many swan memories to excite his own "inward eye", but unlike Wordsworth Yeats needs repeated contact to feed his imagination, so the final feeling in his poem is one of an anticipated future loss that is philosophically accepted rather than a heightened feeling of imaginative recovery and renewal.
In keeping with Wordsworth's well-known theory of poetry-writing as motivated by "emotion recollected in tranquility" rather than immediate experiences (Bate 1991: 344) , he describes how visual memories of the daffodils repeatedly "flash upon that inward eye", apparently prompting him to write the poem some two years later:
For oft, when on my couch I lie In vacant or in pensive mood, They flash upon that inward eye Which is the bliss of solitude; And then my heart with pleasure fills, And dances with the daffodils.
Corresponding to the phantasmic phase he has moved indoors where he is alone and lying on his couch -the opposite of dancing by the lake. His spatial experience of the daffodil-filled shore that he extended metaphorically to the vast Milky Way has contracted to within four walls. However, his initial mood is similar: he may not feel cloud-lonely, but he is "vacant" or "pensive" -emptor almost melancholy. The sudden memory of the daffodils demonstrates the "bliss of solitude" that he believes in. Instead of a one-time sight, this memory of the daffodils recurs spontaneously in his "inward eye" without him feeling 15 As Yeats informed Moore, these swans visited lakes all over Galway and Mayo, but thev always had returned to Coole in the autumn (Moore 191).
alienated from the earth and the collective of flowers. When this visual memory happens to recur, its effect on Wordsworth is both physical and emotional: "And then my heart with pleasure fills/ And dances with the daffodils". The euphorically fluid emotion generated by this vivid scene energizes his heart to dance with the flowers, whereas in their actual presence he merely felt "gay". If he had chosen to do so, Wordsworth could have returned every spring to view these vivid perennials; in Yeatsian fashion he could even have measured the expansion of their bed as they self-propagated along the lake-shore. But his fantasies of the daffodils provide a more intense satisfaction to him than did the experience itself.
III. Conclusions
In terms of our cognitive observations and interpretations of the elements in artworks, it is revealing that in these poems both poets progress from outdoor encounters with unexpected and thought-provoking objects to indoor feelings and reflections, as different as they are for Wordsworth and Yeats. Having observed these large collectives from a distance, both poets withdraw to a "post-social" mental space of solitude in keeping with the phantasmic imaginary. That what is found there is "a sacred fusion of the infinite and the community" is less apparent for Yeats than for Wordsworth. For the latter, nature is almost divine, the images that flash on his "inward eye" bringing the distant daffodils up close, creating the sacred "bliss of solitude" in which he can also join them in their communal dance, momentarily fusing the individual and the collective.
As a romantic/modernist writing a century later Yeats's progression through the three imaginaries is inevitably somewhat different from Wordsworth's. Yeats' experience of nature is primarily one of loss. From the beginning of the poem the Subject is subordinated, first to a description of the landscape and later to the swans for whom he has been the dutiful census-taker over 19 years and is now the elderly man envying the sexual energy of their pairings. Nevertheless, Yeats feels that the swans retain the life force that he is losing with age, so when he reluctantly imagines their disappearance from Coole Lake, he is also contemplating his own disappearance in death. His phantasmic "fusion of the infinite and community" is one of imagining his immortal soul being still in contact with the eternal swans and their anonymous appreciators. Just as Wordsworth ends by reflecting on the source of his poetic creativitythe images that "flash upon that inward eye" -so Yeats's swans suggest an analogy to his poems that he hopes will "delight men's eyes" after his death. As Jahan Ramazani (1990) notes, "Overcoming the sad thought of loss, Yeats celebrates indirectly his aesthetic gain" (145).
If a cognitive poetics and aesthetics of the elements represented in artworks does bring a new perspective to more traditional readings of these two wellknown poems, revealing patterns that might otherwise be overlooked, it would of course be premature to claim universal validity and relevance for this approach; other nature poems in the long romantic and modern tradition, and in other traditions, might teach us differently. Maybe, however, the Romantics did not so much invent their emotional meteorology as they did discover the role of the experience of elements as they explored emotional phenomena. After all, our basic existential emotions or affects are pre-cultural and trans-cultural and cannot be arbitrary (Ekman & Davidson 1995) . Their expression in artworks universally -however variably -call for reference to the perception and 'feeling' of space, nature, and the elements.
It is instructive to find a similar sequence of imaginarles in "Watching Fireflies" by the 8th-century Chinese poet Tu Fu: 16 Fireflies from the Enchanted Mountains come through the screen this autumn night and settle on my shirt my lute and my books grow cold outside, above the eaves they are hard to tell from the stars they sail over the well each reflecting a mate in the garden they pass chrysanthemums flares of color against the dark white-haired and sad I try to read their code wanting a prediction: will I be here next year to watch them.
16 From Young (1990) , p. 110.
